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Abstract

Correct chromosome segregation in mitosis relies on chromosome biorientation, in

which sister kinetochores attach to microtubules from opposite spindle poles prior

to segregation. To establish biorientation, aberrant kinetochore–microtubule inter-

actions must be resolved through the error correction process. During error correc-

tion, kinetochore–microtubule interactions are exchanged (swapped) if aberrant, but

the exchange must stop when biorientation is established. In this article, we discuss

recent findings in budding yeast, which have revealed fundamental molecular mech-

anisms promoting this “swap and stop” process for error correction. Where relevant,

we also compare the findings in budding yeast with mechanisms in higher eukary-

otes. Evidence suggests that Aurora B kinase differentially regulates kinetochore

attachments to the microtubule end and its lateral side and switches relative strength

of the two kinetochore–microtubule attachment modes, which drives the exchange

of kinetochore–microtubule interactions to resolve aberrant interactions. However,

AuroraBkinase, recruited to centromeres and inner kinetochores, cannot reach its tar-

gets at kinetochore–microtubule interface when tension causes kinetochore stretch-

ing, which stops the kinetochore–microtubule exchange once biorientation is estab-

lished.

KEYWORDS

aurora B kinase, chromosome biorientation, chromosome segregation, Dam1 complex, error cor-
rection, INCENP, kinetochore–microtubule interactions, Ndc80 complex

INTRODUCTION

Accurate chromosome segregation to daughter cells during mitosis is

crucial for genetic integrity. This relies on the formation of correct

interactions between sister chromatids and microtubules (MTs) from

Abbreviations: CPC, chromosomal passenger complex;MT, microtubule; SPB, spindle pole

body
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the opposite spindle poles. MTs are dynamic hollow tube-like struc-

tures that exhibit phases of growth and shrinkage by addition and

removal of tubulins from their plus ends.[1,2] Dynamic microtubules

extend from spindle poles, which are organized by spindle poles bod-

ies (SPBs) in yeast and centrosomes in metazoan cells. The interac-

tions between chromosomes and dynamic MTs are facilitated by the

kinetochore, amacromolecular complex that assembles at centromeric

regions of chromosomes.[3] In budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
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F IGURE 1 The steps for establishing correct kinetochore–MT interactions in early mitosis.[5] Each step is explained in text

kinetochores attach to theMTs extending from an SPB formost part of

the cell cycle. However, they transiently detach from MTs when kine-

tochores disassemble during centromere replication, and re-establish

attachment after reassembly of kinetochores.[4]

Kinetochore-microtubule interaction occurs in a step wise

manner[5] (Figure 1). Kinetochores first attach to the lateral side

of a MT (lateral attachment) extending from a spindle pole (spindle-

pole MT). This step is evolutionarily conserved from budding yeast

to vertebrate cells[6,7] (Figure 1, step 2). The lateral attachment is

often facilitated by a short MT, generated at the kinetochore, which

subsequently interacts with a spindle-pole MT.[8–11] The kinetochore-

derived MT is short-lived and depolymerizes once the kinetochore

is loaded on a spindle-pole MT in budding yeast[8] while it remains

for longer as a part of the spindle in fly cells[9] (Figure 1, step 1).

Subsequently, the laterally attached kinetochore is transported along

a spindle-pole MT toward a spindle pole – this transport is driven

by Kar3 (kinesin-14) motor in budding yeast and by dynein motor in

animal cells[6,12,13] (step 2). As the spindle-poleMT shrinks and its plus

end catches up with the kinetochore, the kinetochore is tethered at

the MT end (end-on attachment), thus lateral attachment is converted

to end-on attachment[14,15] (step 3). Then, the kinetochore is pulled

toward a spindle pole, as the end-on attached MT depolymerizes.

If sister kinetochores subsequently attach to MTs extending from

the same pole (called aberrant or erroneous attachments; step 4),

such attachment must be resolved through the process called error

correction[5,16,17] (step 5). Once sister kinetochores attach to MTs

extending form opposite poles (chromosome biorientation), tension

is applied across sister kinetochore and kinetochore–MT interactions

are stabilized[5,16,17] (step 6).

Chromosome biorientation is essential for correct chromosome

segregation and therefore must be established before anaphase onset

(Figure 1, step 6). Error correction is fundamentally important to

ensure chromosome biorientation and correct chromosome segrega-

tion (steps 4, 5). The earlier steps (steps 1–3) also contribute to effi-

cient kinetochore–MT interactions and correct chromosome segrega-

tion. Several such contributions have been reported: First, the MT lat-

eral side provides a larger surface area for the kinetochore interac-

tion than the MT end, thus making the initial kinetochore interaction

more efficient[6,7] (step 2). Second, removal of kinetochore-derived

MTs suggested that they are required for more efficient kinetochore

interaction with the lateral surface of spindle-pole MTs (step 1).[11]

Third, two ormore kinetochores on different chromosomes sometimes

attach to the lateral side of the same MT in budding yeast. However,

only one kinetochore can form the end-on attachment, causing the

other kinetochore(s) to detach from theMT.[18] The kinetochore trans-

port along the MT lateral side (step 2) makes this detachment happen

closer to a spindle pole. As the MT density is higher around a spindle

pole, this means that the detached kinetochore subsequently interacts

with another MT more efficiently. Thus, kinetochore transport during

the lateral attachment (step 2) indirectly facilitates the kinetochore

interaction with another MT in case the original interaction is lost.[18]

Fourth, in both yeast and metazoan cells, the end-on attachment is

load-bearing, that is,withstanda larger force,[19,20] and thereforemore

suitable for maintenance of biorientation. Thus, the lateral attachment

must be converted to the end-on attachment before or when biorien-

tation is established (step 3).

Kinetochore is a large complex consisting of dozens of proteins,

which are broadly categorized into outer and inner kinetochore com-

ponents. While the inner kinetochore components bind (or localize

closely to) chromosomeDNA, the outer kinetochore components form

the interface between the kinetochore and aMT. Among outer kineto-

chore components, the Ndc80 complex (Ndc80C) and the Dam1 com-

plex (Dam1C) directly interact with MTs and play major roles in mak-

ing the kinetochore–MT interface in budding yeast[20–22] (Figure 2).

The Ndc80C is an integral kinetochore component consisting of four

proteins (Ndc80, Nuf2, Spc24, and Spc25) and essential for both lat-

eral and end-on attachment.[6] By contrast, the Dam1C (consisting of

ten different proteins including Dam1) is not present at the kineto-

chore during the lateral attachment but accumulates at the dynamic

MT plus end.[4,15] When the lateral attachment is converted to the

end-on attachment (Figure 1, step 3), Ndc80Cs at the kinetochore

interact with Dam1Cs at the MT end, stabilizing end-on kinetochore–

MT interface.[23–26] This interface subsequently withstands tension

across sister kinetochores when biorientation is established. Chemical

crosslink data suggest that three unstructured regions of Dam1C com-

ponents (Dam1, Ask1, Spc34/Spc19) interact with different regions

of the Ndc80C[27,28] – these interactions might stabilize the end-on

attachment (Figure 2).
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F IGURE 2 Diagram shows amodel about interactions betweenDam1C andNdc80C in the end-on kinetochore–MT attachment in budding
yeast.[27,28] Three flexible regions of the Dam1C (Dam1C-terminus, Ask1 C-terminus and Spc34/Spc19 C-termini) interact with different regions
of the Ndc80C

As aberrant attachment is often formed in early mitosis (Figure 1,

step4), error correction is essential to ensuring chromosomebiorienta-

tion (step 5, 6), and Aurora B kinase (called Ipl1 in budding yeast) plays

a central role in promoting error correction.[5,29–33] Aurora B forms

the chromosomal passenger complex (CPC) together with INCENP,

Survivin and Borealin (called Sli15, Bir1, and Nbl1, respectively, in

budding yeast).[34] The CPC localizes at the centromere and inner

kinetochore.[35–37] In the absence of tension across sister kineto-

chores, Aurora B phosphorylates the Dam1C and Ndc80C, weakening

and disrupting kinetochore–MT interaction, in budding yeast.[38–40]

Phosphorylation of the Dam1C by Aurora B is essential for error cor-

rection while Ndc80C phosphorylation (at Ndc80 N-terminus) mod-

estly contributes to error correction. Intriguingly, the three unstruc-

tured regions of the Dam1C components, which are involved in inter-

actions with Ndc80C (Figure 2), are primary targets of phosphoryla-

tion by Aurora B.[28,38] It is suggested that phosphorylation of these

regions by Aurora B disrupts the interaction between Ndc80C and

Dam1C,[26,28,41] leading to loss of end-on attachment, when tension

cannot be applied due to aberrant kinetochore–MT interactions – or,

more specifically, due to syntelic attachmentwhere sister kinetochores

interact with MTs extending from the same spindle pole (Figure 1,

step 4).

Loss of end-on attachment is followed by formation of new

kinetochore–MT interaction (Figure 1, step 5). If new interaction leads

to syntelic attachment (step 4), it should be resolved again by the

action of Aurora B. However, if new interaction leads to biorientation,

tension is applied across sister kinetochores (step 6), which stabilizes

kinetochore–MT interaction.[17,42] While several regulators for bior-

ientation (e.g., Aurora B) have been identified or proposed, it is not

completely understood how erroneous kinetochore–MT interaction

is replaced with new interaction, that is, how kinetochore–MT inter-

actions are exchanged (swapped), during error correction. It is also

not completely clear how tension stops this exchange and stabilizes

kinetochore–MT interactions. In this article, we discuss these two top-

ics, that is, mechanisms of “swap and stop” of kinetochore–MT inter-

actions during error correction leading to biorientation. We focus on

recent findings in budding yeast S. cerevisiae, and also compare them

with findings in higher eukaryotes where relevant. In budding yeast,

only one MT attaches to a single kinetochore in metaphase,[43] which

should make mechanisms of error correction relatively simpler. Please

note that it is not our intention to give an extensive review about chro-

mosome biorientation across various species including animal cells.

HOW KINETOCHORE–MT INTERACTIONS ARE
SWAPPED FOR ERROR CORRECTION

It is well established that erroneous kinetochore–MT interactions are

resolved by the action of Aurora B kinase (see INTRODUCTION). For

this, erroneous interactions are weakened and disrupted, followed

by formation of new kinetochore–MT interactions. New interactions

should be frequently formed for efficient error correction. However,

if Aurora B disrupts erroneous kinetochore–MT interaction, it would

be straightforward to assume that Aurora B equally discourages new

kinetochore–MT interactions. Alternatively, new interactions may be

formed, if kinetochore phosphorylation byAurora B is rapidly removed

after erroneous kinetochore–MT interaction is disrupted but before

new interaction is formed – however, such mechanism is not found

or suggested. Then, how does Aurora B still allow formation of new

kinetochore–MT interactions?

Aurora B differentially regulates lateral and end-on
attachment

A clue to this question was obtained when it was investigated how

the action of Aurora B affects the kinetochore interaction with the

side and plus end of a MT (lateral and end-on attachment, respec-

tively) in early mitosis of budding yeast. To visualize clearly the lat-

eral and end-on attachment, an engineered assay was used, in which

a chosen fluorescence-marked centromere was inactivated and dis-

placed from the spindle.[6,44] Subsequently, the centromere was reac-

tivated to allowobservation of its interactionwith a longMTextending

from a spindle pole. On a long MT, the lateral and end-on attachments
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F IGURE 3 Diagram shows amodel about the process of error correction, in which aberrant kinetochore–MT interaction is resolved to
establish biorientation.[26] Each step is explained in text. Steps 1–4 represent “Swap’ and step 5 represents “Stop” in regulation of kinetochore-MT
interactions by Aurora B. This figure was taken fromDoodhi et al[41]

were clearly distinguished. Intriguingly, Dam1 phospho-mimicmutants

at four Aurora B phosphorylation sites (at the Dam1 C-terminus;

Dam1-4D) weakened end-on attachment, but did not affect the lateral

attachment.[26] Moreover, Ndc80 phospho-mimic mutants at seven

Aurora B phosphorylation sites (at the N-terminus; Ndc80-7D) mod-

estly weakened the end-on attachment, but did not affect the lateral

attachment. These results suggest that the activity of Aurora B kinase

differentially regulates the end-on and lateral attachment.[26] Finally,

without using phosphomimic mutants, experiments with minichromo-

somes suggested that a physiological Aurora B activity is sufficient for

such differential regulation of end-on and lateral attachments.[26]

Based on these results, we have proposed the following model in

which this differential regulation drives the exchange of kinetochore–

MT interactions during error correction[26] (Figure 3). An end-on

attachment (making erroneous kinetochore–MT interaction) is dis-

rupted mainly due to phosphorylation of Dam1 by Aurora B (Figure 3,

steps 1 and 2) and subsequently replaced by the lateral attachment to

anotherMT,which is not inhibited byAurora B-dependentDam1phos-

phorylation (steps 3 and 4). The lateral attachment is then converted to

end-on attachment and, if this results in aberrant attachment, it must

be resolved again by the action of Aurora B (step 1). However, if bior-

ientation is formed, then tension is applied across sister kinetochores,

stabilizing end-on attachment (step 5).

Aurora B switches the relative strength of lateral and
end-on attachment

More recently, the above model was tested further by reconstitut-

ing kinetochore–MT interface in budding yeast in vitro.[41] For this,

Ndc80Cs were attached to nanobeads (diameter ≈100 nm) and their

behaviors were analyzed on Dam1C-loaded dynamic MTs in vitro. In

this system, Dam1Cs showed accumulation at the end of a depoly-

merising MT in vitro,[41] as they do in vivo, that is, in cells.[4,15] The

Ndc80C-nanobeads were attached to the lateral side of a MT in vitro

and then tethered at the end of theMTwhile it depolymerized,[41] like

the authentic kinetochores in vivo.[4,15] Dam1Cwas required to stabi-

lize tethering Ndc80C-nanobeads at theMT end.

Using this assay system, we observed situations where two MTs

crossed each other, one of which had an end-on attachment to an

Ndc80C-nanobead during MT depolymerization[41] (Figure 4, left).

With wild-type Dam1, the end-on attachment continued and the

Ndc80C-nanobead passed across the other MT. By contrast, with

Dam1 phosphomimic mutants at Aurora B phosphorylation sites

(Dam1-4D), the Ndc80C-nanobead was often transferred from the

end of the original MT to the lateral side of the other MT as the

depolymerizingMT crossed it (Figure 4, left). In addition, the behaviors

of Ndc80C-nanobeads were investigated with Ndc80 wild-type and

Ndc80 phosphomimic mutants (Ndc80-7D), but their behaviors were

very similar in these two conditions.[41] Whether a Ndc80C-nanobead

is transferred or not from theMT end to the lateral side of anotherMT

would reflect the relative strength of end-on and lateral attachments.

Thus, these results suggest that Dam1 C-terminus phosphorylation by

Aurora B kinase plays a crucial role in changing the relative strength

of the end-on and lateral attachments, as follows: the end-on attach-

ment is stronger in the absence of Dam1 phosphorylation, but it often

becomes weaker than the lateral attachment when Dam1 is phospho-

rylated by Aurora B. The change in the relative strength of the two

modes of kinetochore–MT attachments likely promotes the exchange

of kinetochore–MT interactions, that is, from end-on attachment on

one MT to the lateral attachment on another MT (Figure 3). Because

the in vitro system includes only Ndc80C and Dam1C of the kineto-

chore, these two components sufficiently account for the differential

regulation of end-on and lateral attachment by Aurora B during error

correction.

How does Dam1 C-terminus phosphorylation by Aurora B switch

relative strength of end-on and lateral attachment? TheDam1Cs accu-

mulate at the MT end and this Dam1C fraction supports the end-on
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F IGURE 4 Transfer (or no transfer) of an Ndc80C-attached nanobead (left) and a kinetochore particle (right) from the end of a depolymerizing
MT to the side of anotherMT in vitro in the presence of Dam1-wildtype (WT) or -4D (Dam1 phospho-mimic mutants at Aurora B phosphorylation
sites).[41] Dam1-WT represents nonphosphorylated Dam1 as Aurora B kinase is not present in the systems. This figure was taken fromDoodhi
et al.[41] after modification

attachmentby interactingwithNdc80Cs.[15,23–26,45] Dam1C-terminus

phosphorylation would weaken the interaction with Ndc80C, thus

leading todisruptionof theend-onattachment. Indeed, using theabove

in vitro system, it was shown that Dam1C–Ndc80C interaction was

disrupted, when an Ndc80C-nanobead lost end-on attachment and

was transferred to the lateral side of another MT.[41] The Dam1C can

also localize along a MT,[15,46,47] but this fraction does not seem to be

important for the lateral attachment or for Aurora B-dependent regu-

lation of kinetochore–MT interactions. Indeed, the Dam1 C-terminus

is not required for the lateral attachment.[26] Thus, when Dam1 C-

terminus is phosphorylated by Aurora B, the end-on attachment is

weakened but the strength of lateral attachment is unchanged, result-

ing in the switch of relative strength of the two kinetochore–MT inter-

actionmodes.

The context and timing for disruption of end-on
attachment during error correction

When Ndc80C-nanobeads were transferred from the MT end to the

side of another MT in the presence of Dam1 phospho-mimic mutants

(Dam1-4D), the end-onattachmentwasnot lost until the lateral attach-

ment was formed, that is, Ndc80C-nanobeads were always attached

to one MT or transiently to two MTs during the transfer[41] (Figure 4,

left). In other words, they were transferred “directly” from a MT to

another. It is possible that the direct transfer reflects physiological

behavior of native kinetochores during error correction. In fact, it was

previously implied that erroneous MT attachments were not released

from the kinetochore until a new attachment is formed in grasshop-

per spermatocytes.[17,48] To investigate the MT exchange at native

kinetochores, native kinetochore particles were purified from budding

yeast[49] and it was investigated whether they were directly trans-

ferred between MTs in vitro as were the Ndc80C-nanobeads. Inter-

estingly, the kinetochore particles had end-on attachment maintained

when passing across the side of another MT in the presence of either

Dam1 wild-type or -4D[41] (Figure 4, right). Thus, a direct transfer

was not observed with the kinetochore particles even with Dam1-

4D, in contrast to Ndc80C-nanobeads. We speculate that the differ-

ent behavior of an Ndc80C-nanobead and a purified kinetochore par-

ticle with Dam1-4D might be due to different distributions and ori-

entations of the Ndc80Cs, that is, Ndc80Cs might be randomly dis-

tributed around the nanobead (diameter≈100 nm) and orient all direc-

tions (Figure4, left), whereasNdc80Cson the kinetochore particlemay

have a small footprint and orient mostly in one direction, i.e. toward a

MT[50,51] (Figure 4, right).

If native kinetochores donot showdirect transfer betweenMTsdur-

ing error correction, the disruption of end-on attachmentmay precede

formation of lateral attachment to another MT, as shown in Figure 3

(step 1, 2 followed by either 3 or 4). However, Dam1-4D rarely led to

detachment of either Ndc80C-nanobeads or purified kinetochore par-

ticles from aMTend in the absence of a crossingMT, even if the end-on

attachment was weakened by Dam1-4D.[41] In addition, Dam1-4D led

to only slow kinetochore detachment from theMT end (over 30min or

longer) in cells.[26] How can we explain these observations? We spec-

ulate that a rapid disruption of the end-on attachment may occur only

in the context of aberrant kinetochore-MT interactions – more specif-

ically, syntelic attachment (Figure 3, step 1). For example, if two MTs

from the same pole attach to sister kinetochores (Figure 3, step 1),

even slight difference in their dynamics (growth speed, timing of res-

cue and catastrophe, etc.) would generate a shearing force between

sister kinetochores.[16] This would cause disruption of already weak-

ened end-on attachment of one sister kinetochore. Once this happens,

the shearing force should be released and the end-on attachment of

the other sister kinetochore should remain for the time being, even

if it is weakened (Figure 3, step 2). Such a mechanism would prevent

both sister kinetochores simultaneously losing MT attachment and

contribute to avoiding a chromosome drifting away from the spindle

during error correction. If a chromosome drifts away, it would have to

be caught again on a MT extending from a spindle pole, which is time

consuming,[11] thus delaying establishment of biorientation.
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HOW THE SWAP OF KINETOCHORE–MT
INTERACTIONS STOPS UPON BI-ORIENTATION

An aberrant kinetochore–MT interaction is resolved through the

exchange (swap) of kinetochore–MT interaction (Figure 1, step 4

and 5). However, once biorientation is formed (Figure 1, step 6), the

kinetochore–MT interaction must be stabilized so that the exchange

of kinetochore–MT interaction stops. It has been widely accepted that

the stability of kinetochore–MT interaction is regulated by tension

applied on this interaction[17,42]: with aberrant kinetochore–MT inter-

action, tension is weak and kinetochore–MT interaction is destabi-

lized.When biorientation is established, sister kinetochores are pulled

in opposite directions and tension is applied across sister kineto-

chores, which stabilizes kinetochore–MT interaction. However, it is

still not completely understood how tension stabilizes kinetochore–

MT interaction. To explain this, several models have been proposed

as below.

Aurora B spatial separation model

As discussed in the previous section, Aurora B kinase plays a central

role in destabilizing aberrant kinetochore–MT interaction. However,

when biorientation is established and tension is applied, this Aurora B

function needs to cease or to be overcome – otherwise kinetochore–

MT interaction would not be stabilized. To consider this mechanism,

we should first understand where Aurora B localizes. Several stud-

ies have established that the CPC (containing Aurora B) is recruited

to the centromere. This recruitment relies on phosphorylation of his-

tone H3 and H2A by Haspin and Bub1 kinases, respectively.[52–55]

H3 phosphorylation directly recruits Survivin, whileH2Aphosphoryla-

tion recruits Shugoshin which in turn binds Survivin or Borealin.[52–56]

Given the CPC localization at the centromere, it can be explained

how Aurora B function stops promoting error correction in a tension

dependent manner, as follows: When tension is applied, the kineto-

chore is stretched, leading to spatial separation between Aurora B

(localizing at the centromere/inner kinetochore) and its outer kineto-

chore substrates (Ndc80 N-terminus and Dam1C components), whose

phosphorylation is important for error correction as discussed in

INTRODUCTION (Figure 5). This spatial separation results in dephos-

phorylation of the outer kinetochore substrates, which stabilizes the

kinetochore attachment to the MT end (Aurora B spatial separation

model).[33,57]

Though INCENP is an elongated protein, Ndc80C contains a long

coiled-coil region that exceeds INCENP in length when stretched. This

should allow the spatial separation between Aurora B and its outer

kinetochore substrates (Dam1C and Ndc80 N-terminus) when ten-

sion is applied[58,59] (Figure 5, bottom). On the other hand, Ndc80C

has a kink in the middle and, when tension is not applied, it can

bend flexibly at the kink,[60–62] which would allow access of Aurora

B to its outer kinetochore substrates (Figure 5, top). This access of

Aurora B may require a certain length of INCENP – in fact, 209

amino-acid deletion in middle of human INCENP was able to pro-

mote biorientation, but 327 amino-acid deletion in middle of yeast

INCENP showed defects in biorientation.[63,64] The Aurora B spa-

tial separation model is supported by a series of evidence in bud-

ding yeast and mammalian cells: First, phosphorylation of outer kine-

tochore components by Aurora B is reduced in a tension-dependent

manner.[40,57,65] Second, ectopic targeting of Aurora B (with its acti-

vator INCENP) to the outer kinetochore destabilizes kinetochore–MT

interaction during metaphase in budding yeast (Garcia-Rodriguez and

Tanaka, unpublished) and in human cells.[66] Furthermore, the Aurora

B spatial separation model explains why the CPC relocalizes from the

centromere/inner kinetochore to the spindle midzone at the anaphase

onset.[34] If Aurora B were to remain at the centromere/inner kineto-

chore after tension is reduced (due to loss of sister chromatid cohe-

sion) during anaphase, it would destabilize kinetochore–MT interac-

tion. Indeed, this was experimentally demonstrated using INCENP

(and other) mutants that retain Aurora B at kinetochores during

anaphase.[67–69]

The Aurora B spatial separation model predicts that Aurora B local-

ization at (or near) centromeres are required for error correction

and biorientation. However, this notion was challenged by the find-

ing that Survivin, which recruits Aurora B–INCENP to centromeres

(centromere nucleosomes),[34,63] can become dispensable for biori-

entation in budding yeast.[70] This raised the possibility that Aurora

B localization at centromeres is not required for bi-orientation – if

so, the spatial separation model would be excluded, as this model

relies on Aurora B at (or near) centromeres being crucial for biorienta-

tion. However, an alternative possibility is that a Survivin-independent

mechanism recruits Aurora B–INCENP to (or near) centromeres.

Indeed, this alternative possibility has proved to be the case. It has

been found that, independently of Survivin, INCENP directly inter-

acts with the Mcm21–Ctf19 subcomplex (CENP-O–CENP-P subcom-

plex in mammalian cells) at the inner kinetochore to recruit Aurora

B in budding yeast.[35,36] As Mcm21–Ctf19 is relatively close to

the centromere (<10–20 nm) and far away (> 60 nm) from the

Aurora B substrates (Dam1C and Ndc80 N-terminus) during end-on

MT attachment,[51] the spatial separation should still occur between

Aurora B, recruited by Mcm21-Ctf19, and its outer kinetochore sub-

strates,whenbiorientation is established. Inmammalian cells, although

CENP-O/P may not be sufficient for Aurora B recruitment,[71] Aurora

B is at least recruited both to centromeres and to (or near to) the inner

kinetochore.[37,72]

The Survivin-dependent centromere recruitment and Survivin-

independent inner kinetochore recruitment work redundantly for

Aurora B–INCENP, though the former is usually predominant.[35,36] If

bothAurora B recruitmentmechanisms are defective,most sister kine-

tochorepairs showdefects in biorientation.However, if INCENP is arti-

ficially recruited to another inner kinetochore component in this situ-

ation, biorientation is restored in majority of sister kinetochore pairs

in budding yeast.[35,36] Thus, the localization of Aurora B–INCENP at

centromeres or inner kinetochores is essential for error correction and

biorientation, which supports the Aurora B spatial separationmodel.
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F IGURE 5 Aurora B spatial separationmodel explains how tension, applied across sister kinetochores, stabilizes kinetochore–MT
interactions.[5] Aurora B is recruited to the inner kinetochore and centromeric nucleosome by INCENP and other CPC components. During
syntelic attachment (aberrant kinetochore–MT interactions), Aurora B can reach Dam1C and phosphorylates its components, which destabilized
kinetochore attachment to theMT end (top).When biorientation is established, Ndc80Cs are stretched and Aurora B cannot reach Dam1C, which
stabilizes kinetochore–MT interactions (bottom). Note that only the CPCs at the inner kinetochore are shown in diagram for simplicity, but CPCs
at the centromeric nucleosome (not shown here) should also behave similarly

Other models explaining tension-dependent
regulation of kinetochore–MT interactions

Although the Aurora B spatial separation model is supported by sev-

eral pieces of evidence, it is very possible that other mechanisms

are additionally required to ensure tension-dependent stabilization of

kinetochore–MT interactions when biorientation is established. Such

mechanisms may involve dynamic regulation of Aurora B kinase (or

the CPC including Aurora B). Proposed mechanisms are as follows:

First, Aurora B may be released from its localization sites and reach

the Aurora B kinase substrates (Dam1C and Ndc80 N-terminus).[73]

If the localization sites are close to the substrates, Aurora B would

more frequently reach substrates. Thus, this is consistent with the

Aurora B separation model, but it helps Aurora B to reach its sub-

strates located at larger distance. Second, a small pool of Aurora B

may be recruited to the outer kinetochore, close to the kinetochore–

MT interface, in early mitosis.[37,74] It is proposed that localization

of Aurora B at the outer kinetochore may be removed by tension,

leading to stabilization of kinetochore–MT interaction when tension is

applied with biorientation.[75] Third, INCENP and Borealin (both are

components of CPC) have MT-binding domains[59,76–78] and it is pro-

posed that MT binding of the CPC may regulate phosphorylation of

Aurora B substrates (at outer kinetochores) in a tension dependent

manner.[79] Fourth, tension may cause stretching of CPC components,

which could reduce the activity of Aurora B. In particular, it is pro-

posed that INCENPmay have a spring-like function, to regulate Aurora

B activity in a tension-dependent manner.[59,63] Fifth, Borealin under-

goes phase separation at least in vitro[80] and it is proposed that phase

separation facilitates accumulation of the CPC specifically when aber-

rant kinetochore–MT interactions are present.[81]

Alternatively, factors other than Aurora B may be involved in

tension-dependent regulation of kinetochore–MT interactions. When

biorientation is established, such factors may overcome the function

of Aurora B, thus stabilizing kinetochore–MT interactions. Proposed

such factors are as follows: First, when tension is applied, the rate of

conversion fromMTpolymerization to depolymerization (catastrophe)

decreases in vitro, independently of Aurora B. This in turn reduces

the rate of kinetochore detachment from a MT.[49] Second, although

Stu2 (and its human orthologue ch-TOG) is known as aMT polymerase,

the fraction of Stu2 at the kinetochore may have dual roles in sta-

bilizing and destabilizing kinetochore–MT interactions with high and

low tension, respectively, independently of MT dynamics and Aurora

B kinase.[82–84] Third, PP1 and PP2A phosphatases are recruited to

the kinetochore by KNL1 (Spc105 in budding yeast) and other fac-

tors to regulate spindle-assembly checkpoint.[85–88] It is also impli-

cated that PP1 and PP2A regulate kinetochore–MT interactions[89–92]

and this may happen in a tension-dependent manner.[93,94] For exam-

ple, it is possible that tension causes the structural change of Aurora

B targets, which may allow phosphatases to dephosphorylate them

more efficiently. Fourth, in addition to Aurora B kinase, Mps1 kinase is

required to resolve aberrant kinetochore–MT interactions from yeast

to human cells.[95–99] Mps1 kinase is recruited to the kinetochore by

the Ndc80C[100–102] and phosphorylates outer kinetochore compo-

nents Ndc80, Spc105, and Ska3 to promote biorientation.[103–105] The

Mps1 activity at kinetochores is highest without MT attachment and

reduced once biorientation is established.[100,101,106] Fifth, Aurora A

around spindle poles facilitatesNdc80phosphorylation,when chromo-

somes oscillate on the metaphase spindle, which resolve any remain-

ing aberrant kinetochore–MT interactions.[107–109] When biorienta-

tion becomes mature (i.e., a larger number of MTs attach to one kine-
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tochore in mammalian cells), chromosome oscillation may be reduced,

which could stabilize kinetochore–MT interactions.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

We have discussed two fundamental mechanisms for establishing

chromosome biorientation, that is, how kinetochore–MT interactions

are exchanged (swapped) during error correction and how tension

stops this exchange and stabilizes kinetochore–MT interactions when

biorientation is established. For swapping kinetochore–MT interac-

tions, evidence suggests that differential regulation of end-on attach-

ment and lateral attachment by Aurora B is a key mechanism to

promote this swapping.[26,41] However, the role of other regulators

of kinetochore–MT interactions in this process is still unclear. For

example, Stu2-dependent MT generation at kinetochores[8,11] and

Kar3- (or Dynein-) dependent kinetochore sliding along a MT[6,110]

may be involved in swapping kinetochore–MT interactions. Moreover,

other regulators (or regulations) for biorientation, for example, Stu2-

dependent stabilization of kinetochore–MT interactions[82,83] and

Mps1-dependent error correction[96,98] may be involved. To address

which steps of kinetochore–MT swapping (e.g., disruption of end-on

attachment) are regulated by these factors, new methods for analyz-

ing this process will be instrumental. For example, if kinetochore–MT

swapping can be directly visualized in vivo or reconstituted in vitro, it

would greatly facilitate new discoveries.

For stopping the exchange of kinetochore–MT interactions, a series

of evidence supports the Aurora B spatial separation model. However,

it is plausible that additional mechanisms are required to ensure this

process. Indeed, several additional mechanisms are proposed – some

mechanisms involve dynamic regulation of Aurora B kinase and other

mechanisms rely on regulators other than Aurora B. It will be impor-

tant to evaluate which mechanisms are more directly involved in stop-

ping the exchange of kinetochore–MT interactions in a tension depen-

dent manner. It is also crucial to determine which mechanisms are

essential for this process while others are required only for fine tun-

ing of this process. However, it is not easy to answer these questions,

as some of the proposed mechanisms would work redundantly with

others while some others are involved in multiple regulations. We will

need todisentangle such complications to address theabovequestions.

Development of new techniques and/or combination of existing tech-

niques will help us make new discoveries. Chromosome biorientation

is at the heart of mechanisms ensuring genetic integrity in proliferat-

ing cells. Failure in establishing chromosome biorientation is a major

etiology of human diseases characterized by chromosome instability

and aneuploidy.[111–113] Understanding mechanisms of error correc-

tion leading to chromosome biorientation should provide new insight

into the cause of these diseases.
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